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Buddhism and Democracy

HAT IS THE RELATIONbetween Buddhi sm and liberal
democracy?

Are they compatible frameworks for social value, which can somehowbe joined

to one another to gain a consistentwhole?Or are they insteadantagonistic,
forcing those who would be Buddhist democrats into an uncomfortablychoice

between individually attractive but jointly unsatisfiable values?Or do theyoperate

at entirely different levels of discourse so that questions regardingtheirrelationship simply do not arise?
The question is important for several reasons: first, we indeed have in Budfor
dhism and in liberal democratic theory two prima facieplausibleframeworks
value, and their independent plausibility leads immediately to the questionof
their compatibility. Second, each framework has staked a claim to a centralrole
in the global quest for human rights and justice, and indeed partisansof each
have used the other in defense of their respectiveframeworks.Third,theTibetan
government in exile has formulated a national charter explicitlygroundedin a
Buddhist view of moral and social life and espousing a liberal democraticsocial
Fourth,the
ideology.It would be nice to know whether that vision is coherent.
liberalvisionand
perennial debate between proponents of the universalityof the
values"mightmove
those suggesting that liberalism is incompatible with "Asian
with
is compatible
forward if it turned out that at least one major Asian tradition
fundamentalincompatiliberal democracy,or on the other hand that there is a
bility between these two systems.
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not
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of the social contract tradition, and more particularly
ocracyis that

Rawls. Its central tenets regarding the distinction between
Kant, and
Locke,
f
•vate and the centrality of individual rights are articulated in Mill's
thato
pri
Ublicand in Rawls's A Theory of Justice, and are enshrined in the United States
Liberty,
be sure, these texts do not speak on all issues with a single voice,
constitution.To
coherent

liberal

vision of the nature of justice, of the
a clear and
indicate
they
individual rights in justice, and of the primacy also of
of fundamental

any particular conception of the good. They also indicate a need for
over
justice
society to tolerate a plurality of conceptions of the good and of the
just
any
of government to its populace.
responsibility
I have in mind is the Mahäyäna tradition of moral theory,
The Buddhism
extending the Pali tradition of morality as expressed in the eightcomprisingand
addition of the Bodhisattva ideal and the six perfections as
foldpath by the
analysis of human moral perfection. More specifically,I have in
providingan
as it is understood and expounded in medieval India and
mindthat tradition
as Aryadeva, Santideva, and Tsong khapa. But I will also
Tibetby such figures
from contemporary scholars and activists in the so-called "Endrawon insights
whose work is in the spirit of this tradition. Again,
gagedBuddhist"movement,
homogenous, but the conceptual space it marks out is cothistradition is not
This is not so much an exercisein exegesis
herentenough for present purposes.
I find in these traditions. Indeed, given the
as it is in deploying the insights
contemporarycontext of the problematic with which I am concerned, it will often
be the case that the implications I draw from the Buddhist tradition would not
havebeen considered by classical scholars.
THE DIYT1s10NOF THEORETICAL LABOR

I firstnote that in a strictly formal sense, Buddhism and democracy are mutually
independent.Buddhism neither precludes nor entails liberal democracy; liberal
democracyneither precludes nor entails Buddhism. Buddhism—and by this term
I understandthe doctrine presented in the suttas of the Pali canon and developed
in the Indian Mahäyäna 'astras, insofar as this doctrine can be relativelyuncontroversiallyidentified—isgenerally silent about social institutions and forms of

government.In the first instance it is a doctrine about the good life for the
individualand about the values, practices, traits of character, states of mind, and
viewof reality that conduce to the liberation of the individual from suffering.
Thoughthis is elaborated in the Mahäyäna into an altruistic doctrine, Buddhist
theoryfor the most part remains resolutely a theory about individual life and
practice.

Thereare two classes of exceptions to this generalization, one of which will
turn out to be important for our project. First, there is the vinaya-pitaka, devoted
in goodmeasure to the elaboration of the social and administrative structures for
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the Buddhist sangha, or monastic community. While this might
appearto b
right place to begin an inquiry into the relation between
Buddhism
and
racy, inasmuch as the vinaya-pitaka comprises the most
explicitly
e method
method
the
for
of
assembly,
deciding community of choice
leaders of the
of
resolvingdisputes, and so on. But there are compelling reasonsmembership,
Of
for
not
is
code
vinaya
a
formulated
the
well:
as
here
explicitly and solely
for
g
nance of a voluntary, celibate, ideologicallyhomogenous monastic the
Liberal democracy gets its very point from the presumption of
heterogeneiw,
and
from the need to adjudicate disputes and to formulate institutions
and
policies
in circumstances where the option of removal from the community
is
notpresent.
If Buddhism and liberal democracy are to be joined or compared,
it mustbeon
This brings us to the second body of literature, considerably
smallerin size:
the corpus of Buddhist advice to rulers, of which Nägärjuna's "Letterto
a Friend)'
and "Ratnäval?' are the best examples. Here we find direct advice
groundedin
Buddhist moral values regarding the ruling of a state. And from this
literature
two general salient points emerge (as well as a number of more specific
points
with which we will be concerned later): first, Buddhism has nothingto sayabout
the appropriate form of government. Nägärjuna's letters are addressedto kings.
But in these letters we find neither a conservativeroyalist defenseof monarchy
nor a revolutionary tract calling for a democratic order. Nägärjunais silentabout
these matters, focusing instead on the goods the state must deliver:hospitals,
roadside resthouses, good water supply, care for animals, schools,and so on.
Buddhism emerges in these texts as a theory about the good, silentaboutprocedures, except for the general implicit proviso that only procedurescapableof
facilitatingthe pursuit of that good are legitimate. But with respectto thegood,
Buddhism has a lot to say: the goal of any social order, on a Buddhistview,is
the maximization of happiness, the minimization of suffering, the provisionfor
the least advantaged and the cultivation of traits of character such as compassion,
patience, generosity, and wisdom. If a monarchy can do this, fine. If a democracy
can accomplish that, fine, too.
socialcontract
Liberal democratic theory—that is, the democratic theory of the

by
Rawls—is,
tradition as handed down from Locke through Jefferson to Mill to
specificabout
contrast, relatively silent about the good, but quite articulate and
to be sure
democracy—while
liberal
Indeed,
procedures.
and
institutions
social
that I willdiscuss
embodying some specific values relative to social good, values
respectto suchcome
later in this chapter—is self-consciouslyminimalist with
the geniusof the
of
part
and
strengths,
mitments.This, indeed, is one of its
canbelethemselves
liberal democratic tradition is the insight that procedures
legitimateprothat
and
gitimized independently of many nonprocedural values
the good.
cedures can legitimate both institutions and conceptions of
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Now,the contrast between Buddhism and liberalism on this score can easily
and it is important to be careful here. It is neither true that Budbe overstated,
procedural ideas nor that liberalism is bereft of specific
values
dhismis devoid of
good
the
life
or
the
of
good social order. Each tradition embodies
or conceptions
commitmentsof both types, and indeed it would be a conceptualimpossibility
for a moral framework to be either entirely substantive or entirely procedural in
content. Procedures reflect substantive values and vice versa. And indeed these
valuesat the extremes must be mutually constraining. This is evident, for example,
in constitutional protections of some values against ready change, however democratic the procedure.

The contrast, however, is real, and can be properly emphasized in two
ways:first, the respective orders of legitimation for the two traditions are toto
generedistinct. Liberal democratic theory legitimates its goods on procedural
grounds;Buddhism legitimates any procedures on the grounds that they produce appropriate goods. Second, and related, procedures of particular kinds
are constitutive of liberal democracy, whereas commitments to particular social goods are constitutive of Buddhist societies in very deep ways: whereas
liberal democratic societies may differ widely (or one may change wildly over
time) with respect to some particular vision of the good (say free education,
universalhealth care, or a minimum wage) and remain recognizably democratic, any society that abandoned election, open access to offices, or transparencyof the judicial process would ipso facto no longer count as a liberal
democracy.(There is, however, also a sense in which a specific conception of
the good is built into most Western liberal democraciesbeyond the necessary
implicationof some minimal conception of the good by the proceduralcommitments and by the initial presuppositions of the contractual situation: most
liberals—whetherthey acknowledge it or not—tacitly supplement democratic
principles with a heavy dose of Judeo-Christian values, including the presumption of human dominion over the earth, of the sanctity of individual
property,of the primacy of individualsover collectives,of the legitimacyof violence in the service of a legitimate cause, among others, which are called
upon [sometimes in suitably secularized language, sometimes in the original]
in policymakingor in the adjudication of institutions to fill in the gaps left
by liberal theory. A Tibetan student once asked in a class on Locke's political
philosophy,"Do you have to be a Christian to take this theory of property
and natural rights seriously?" Maybe.)
Similarly, while some Buddhist societies might be monarchies and others dem-

ocratic,or the same one might change its form of governmentover time and

remain recognizablyBuddhist, any society that abandoned commitment to nonviolence,to maintaining the welfare of the least advantaged, to providing health
care and education to all its citizens, and to facilitating spiritual practice for those
who aspire thereto would
cease to be recognizably Buddhist.
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For these reasons we can treat Buddhism and liberal democracy
as

cally opposed on one issue, namely, the direction of legitimation diametri_
as between
procedure and conceptionof the good. But this does not entail
that theyare
therefore incapable of fusion. Legitimation, after all, might not
in the end have
a foundational structure: it might well be that
procedures and conceptions
of the
good are mutually reinforcing. In fact this is a picture we will
suggest. But these
observations suggest more by way of a strategy for social and
political philoso_
phy—a division of theoretical labor: a Buddhist democratic
theory needs, after
all,

a theory both of the good and of the political institutions
capableof and
appropriateto realizingthat good. Why not, then, turn to
Buddhismfor the
former task, and liberal democratictheory for the latter? I
propose to do just
that, allowingeach body of theory to do what it does best,
with the hopethat

we will end up with a consistent set of institutions and social
objectivesthat lend
normative support to each other. As we shall see, however, it
will not be enough

simplyto spell out independentlythe demands and content of
each theoryand
to join them by the word and. To show their deep theoretical
connectionand
affinity,

I will turn to the explicitly Buddhist notion of upäya—of
skilfulmeans—
as a mediating concept.
BUDDHIST IDEALS FOR A SOCIETY

From the fundamentals of Buddhist moral theory as articulated in the
sütrasand
'astras we can distill several specific components of a theory of social good:
first,
social institutions should aim at maximizing happiness and minimizing suffering
for all members of society. In particular, given Buddhist egalitarian concernsand
given the content of compassion, social institutions should aim at equity in distribution and opportunity and especiallyat the minimization of sufferingfor the
least advantaged.
The Buddhist doctrine of the panc'ila, or five ethical precepts for laypersons,
adds to the Buddhist conception of social institutions and conceptions of the
good: these precepts enjoin refraining from killing, stealing, lying, sexual misconduct, and intoxication. Put together and viewed in a social context, they together constitute advice against violence and actions likely to sow discord and
favor openness and integrity. These more general values can inform the development of social institutions. If we were to read them too narrowly and apply
them crudely as instruments of social policy, it might seem that they requirenot
only the criminalization of homicide, theft, and perjury, but also the prohibition
of alcohol and a strict code of sexual conduct. But this would be far too narrow
a reading and in any case fail to see the values that underlie this moral code and
their relevance to social theory.
What do killing, theft, intoxication, sexual misconduct, and lying have in common that they should be brought together as the five things any person is

I
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of
Just this: all are either directly violent or are seeds
forswear?
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should be clear.

human virtues
literature distinguishes a number of important
moral
Buddhist
Buddhism a conception
character. Given that we are asking from
of
orperfections
for Buddhism society can only be seen instrumenthat
given
and
ofsocialgood,
good of individuals, it follows that social
the
ensuring
for
foster
tallyas a mechanism
from a Buddhist perspective, encourage, develop, and
should,
institutions
of these would include prominently generosity, patience,
list
brief
A
thesevirtues.
Buddhist moral theory can best be
moderation, and nonattachment.
vastus—areasof importance in conduct,
as a concern with certain
characterized
ranges of behavior on which one should focus in worrying
and
character,
traitsof
development, and not as a set of imperatives or specific premoral
one's
about
literature is so sparse when it comes to very
scriptions.Now since Buddhist
or policies, I—simply spelling out the way
institutions
social
on
advice
specific
theory can be joined—will allow myself to be even
democratic
and
Buddhist
that
venture here a specific set of recommendations
morereserved.That is, I will not
encourage, develop, and foster these virtues.
forhowpoliticalarrangements might
that such an account might
ButI can say a few things to indicate the direction

Ofthe

take.

consensus regarding
Socialstructures and institutions that reflect ideals build
for instance, not
theprobityof those ideals. Protection of the freedom of speech,
value in
onlyreflectsthe view that speech should be free but encourages that
and
thosewho dwell in societies with such policies. Generous social programs
programsconduciveto equity will not only reflect but encourage values such as
generosity
and moderation. Policies creating shared public goods and enabling
theirenjoymentwithout the amassing of private wealth will generate nonattachment.The facilitation of education will encourage the development of wisdom.
Publicdisarmamentwill conduce to private nonviolence and so forth.
Moreover,since the Buddhist ideals I here take seriouslyinclude those of the
Mahäyäna,Buddhist social institutions and political arrangements should presumeand cultivatea sense of responsibility for others. This requirement would
mostobviouslyfind expression in the requirement for extensive health and welfareservicesas the primary brief of government but would extend to the establishmentof service agencies involving substantial numbers of citizens, perhaps
involvinga civil service force in which all or most would serve at some time.
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THE FORMALPROMISE OF LIBERALDEMOCRACY

We have seen that Buddhism provides a rich positive conception of social goods
and of the values a political system ought to reflect and encourage. What does
liberal democratic theory bring to the table? A lot, of course: it demands a respect
for a basic set of universalhuman rights, prominently including the right to vote
for those who will hold significant government offices; the right to free speech
and expression broadly conceived; the right to free religious expression and
against the imposition of religious beliefs or practices; freedom from torture or
unwarranted imprisonment or restriction of movement; the right to informational
privacy and allied rights. All of these can be summed up as the right to participate
without fetter in an open public sphere, and to be free from unwarranted interference in the private sphere.
To continue in the same vein, liberal democracy requires that institutions preserve and reflect the equal liberty of the citizens of the state and the rule of law

and that all offices be open and all processes transparent. That is, special privileges

or restrictions on citizens should result from fair allocation procedures; positions
of authority should in principle be open to any citizen, and their occupants should
be fairly chosen; all political and legal processes should be open to scrutiny and
assessment, be fair, and have consensual support.
Also, pluralism is fundamental to the liberalism of any liberal democracy. Aside
from the minimal set of values adumbrated above (perhaps plus or minus a few),
to
liberalism is committed to impartiality among conceptions of the good and
of
providing each citizens with the liberty to pursue his or her own conception
others.A
the good, so long as that commitment does not trammel the rights of
allowingthe
consequence of this is that a liberal democracy will be committed to
communities
flourishing of a number of ideologicallyand axiologicallydistinct
in specialways
as part of a body politic, without either assistingor hampering
any of these in its independent activities.
frameworksreinThis brief outline of the central commitments of these two
to one another,
forces the sense that while they are not directly contradictory
If we were to leave the
there is no obvious point of intersection between the two.
Buddhist democratic theory
analysis at this point, it might then seem that while a
accident and in no way concepis not impossible, it would at least be a peculiar
democracy. I now turn to a
tually motivated either by Buddhism or by liberal
provides the necessarylink, that
construct from within Buddhism that, I argue,
democratic theory.
motivates specificallyan attempt to forge Buddhist
UPÄYÄ AS A CONCEPTUALBRIDGE

in
An important and insufficiently noticed conceptual construct Buddhist theory
is that of upäya, or skilful means, From a Buddhist perspective, skill is necessary
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cause enlightenment is difficult to achieve and to facilitate, and
be
to cultivateBuddhist virtues—and this is true both of individual and social virbecausethe
simply intention but success. It is not enough to form a desire,
tues—requirenot
desire, to be generous. Without the successfulcompletion of gensincere
a
even
is not realized. Even an act motivated by generosity, if it
erousacts, generosity
in benefiting its target, fails, on a Buddhist analysis, to be a
doesnot succeed
The road to hell, one might say, is paved with good intentions;
fullygenerousact.
Buddhahood, with good realizations. This is not, of course, to say
the road to
thereby vicious, or bereft of moral worth, but only to recognize
that such an act is
requires more than just good intention. (The parallels to
that completevirtue
argument for the need for practical wisdom in moral life are intriguing
Aristotle's
here.But a full comparison would take us far afield.) What goes for generosity
comgoesas well,mutatis mutandis, for patience, wisdom, effort, concentration,
ipso
passionand the rest. The injunction to any virtue is always, in Buddhism,
factoan injunction to cultivate the upäya necessary for its realization.
Moralskill is necessary for the expression and development of Buddhist virtues

and for the attainment of the good as seen from the Buddhist standpoint. But
the other side of this coin is that such skills are therefore valued not for their
ownsake,but rather simply as means to goods that are antecedentlyregarded as
valuable(and these, too, instrumentally valuable—becausethey conduce to enlightenment).And any skill or method that conduces to Buddhist virtues or goods
is,simplyin virtue of that fact, worthy of cultivation. This is not to say that other
considerationsmight not weigh against the use of any particular means: Buddhismis resolutelymultivariate and nonabsolute in its assessment of actions and
institutionsand admits an indefinite range of moral quality between the irredeemablywicked and the morally perfect, depending on the complex admixture
of motivesand consequences involved. The centrality of this category of instrumentalgood, however, allows for a distinctively Buddhist justification and interpretation of democracy.

The route to such a justification and interpretation should be clear: given the
conceptionof the collective,social good to which we have seen Buddhism is

committed,
if it turns out that liberaldemocracyis the best means to achieve

thosegoods,it follows straightforwardly from Buddhist principles and from the
theoryof upäya that liberal democracy is the preferred Buddhist social framework.
Moreover,considerations of upäya would then determine the precise shape of
thosedemocraticinstitutions and the social ends toward which they are to be
directed.From this standpoint the intuition with which I began this discussion
reappears:that democratic theory could provide the institutional and procedural
frameworkfor a social order whose conception of the good is rooted in Buddhism
as potentiallyvindicated through this mediating concept. The important question
to ask,then, is this: Is liberal democracy plausibly construed as the best means
for realizingthe social goods Buddhism seeks?It is to this question I now turn.
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THE EMPIRICAL ARGUMENT FROM

EFFICACY

The argument at this point becomes empirical, if
only in
the
that term. For if upäya is what counts, the question
r egarding broadest
senseOf
permits or even demands a liberal democratic
political orderwhetherBuddh•
question, "Does liberal democracy represent the
boils
downtoIsm
best m
th
happiness, for minimizing suffering, for realizing
equity, for
lence, and for cultivating virtues such as patience,
achieving
generosity,
wisdom,
If not, perhaps
we should
seeking a different sociopolitical order.
b
If this is the question, the answer appears to be too easy.
A quick
glance
t

on any reasonable index of
social
world's liberal democracies lead their more totalitarian
rivals. This is utilitythe
so whether
we look at straightforward economic indicators such as
median income,
percentage of population living in poverty, equity or distribution,
and the like,basic
welfare indicators such as access to medical care, housing, nutrition,
or
or softer indicators such as level of social unrest or satisfactionwith schooling,
government
There is no doubt that on hierarchizing of the world's nations on these
parameters
the liberal democracies rise to the top. Neither can doubt exist about the
empirical
evidence that liberal democracy tends to reduce of suffering and engenderhap-

piness.

What about the violence/nonviolence dimension? Here is one strikingfact:in
the last two-hundred years, one democratic country has never wagedwaragainst
another. Democracy, one might say, as Kant argued, is the best inoculationagainst

war. At the level of personal violence, the story is more equivocal.Thereare
indeed some notably violent democracies (such as the United States)and some

notably peaceful autocracies (Singapore). But these exceptions aside, the trend
still evidently favors democracies even at this level.
We have seen that the Buddhist conception of the social good also includes
an account of the virtues to be encouraged, cultivated and supportedby a social
order. This is a harder desideratum with respect to which to make the requisite
and
empiricalclaim. There may be good plausibility arguments on both sides,
appeal.I
there are no obvious data, whether rigorous or intuitive, to which to
as far asI
can at least say that on this dimension liberal democracy is no worse,
know, than its alternatives.
a goodmotiThis brief empirical argument is hardly conclusive. It is at best
I
generalizations
vator. I have not appealed to any hard data. Nor would the
I
Nonetheless,
exceptions.
defend based on these intuitive characterizations lack
the hypothesis
feelconfident in saying that empirical considerations at least favor
achievingthe
for
means
that liberal democracyis most likely the best political
now to some
kind of societythat Buddhist moral theory recommends. I turn liberaldeof
more theoretical considerations to suggest that the central feature
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and protection of fundamental human rights, is the best
the articulation
Buddhist conception of the good, and hence that such a framea
pron10te

from the standpoint of upäya.
indicated
is

to

FOR THE IMPORTANCE OF RIGHTS
THE ARGUMENT
AS A

FACILITATOR

seen, a straightforwardly empirical argument for liberal democracy
have
we
As
means to realize Buddhist social ideals is, while a bit tendentious, a
best
asthe
But in the absence of compelling empirical evidence either way,
motivator.
good
theoretical argument, asking whether there is good reason to
more
a
to
turn
I
the fundamental set of human rights and the correlative

that respectfor
believe
recognized in the liberal democratic tradition provides
politicalinstitutions
vehicle for the development of a society conforming to Budgreaterpromiseas a
its competitors. The answer to this more forward-looking
dhistidealsthan do
strongly positive.
question,is more
Askingthis question also gives us additional theoretical leverage. For by foconnections between Buddhist and democratic ethics
cusingon the more abstract

andpolitics,we can get some insight into the ways in which the two bodies of
theorymightmutuallyinform each other and into how a Buddhist democracy
mightactuallylook. That is, at the same time that we examine the degree to
whichthesetwo systems are consistent or even axiologicallycomplementary, we
candeterminethe exact nature of that complementarity.
Whatare rights good for? From the standpoint of classical liberal theory, an
importantclass of personal rights, which we might call "privacy rights," can be
understoodas constructing protective barriers against the intrusion of other individualsand state power into our private lives. Examples include rights to free
speechand association,to freedom of religious expression, freedom against unwarrantedsearchand seizure, and so on. First and foremost, these rights protecttheir bearers against gratuitous harms, whether inflicted by other individualsor by government, and, equally importance create a space—the private
sphere—in
which an individual or group can pursue and cultivate the good as
theysee it. Without a framework of such basic personal privacy rights, no one
canbe secureto pursue any particular vision of the good. Now, as I argued
above,Buddhismis nothing if not a view about the good. It follows that if the
protectionof privacyrights is ipso facto a protection of the realization of such
views,liberal democracy's commitment to such rights enables a Buddhist life,
at leastfor individuals.But at this level of analysis, all that we are really saying
is that the individual
rights enshrined by liberal democracy provide protection
foranyset of values
an individual might wish to pursue, and not that there is
anyspecialrelationship
between democracy and Buddhisme We can, however,
go
farther.
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one important core value in Buddhist social morality is the
minimizationof
the suffering of the disadvantaged. How can a social order best realize this
value?
One obvious answer is this: enshrine a fundamental civil right to a
minimal
standard of living and minimal access to such basic goods as medical care.
Now
to be sure, these goods themselves can be provided by even the most totalitarian
regime. But the only way to guarantee them effectivelyis to establishthem
as
fundamental rights within a political order. And the institution of rights
itselfhas
its home only in the context of a liberal political order. The best way to
realize
this particular value, a core of the Buddhist conception of the good, is
therefore
to embed these specific rights in a liberal social order.
Similarly,we can ask what the best route is to the achievement of nonviolence
in social institutions. I noted above that in general democracy is an excellent
guarantee against the settling of major internal disputes through organizedphysical violence, such as civil war. That empirical argument counts of a lot.
But
violence comes in other, more implicit forms, such as institutional racism,oppression, coercivepolitical and economic structures, and the like. Each of these
forms necessarilyrests on a foundation of either explicit or constantly threatened
violence for its maintenance. Liberal democracy is of course the best way imaginable—both because of its universal enfranchisement and its respect for fundamental rights—to reduce and to eliminate the degree of violence present in a
society. Many of the forms of institutional violence I have examined consist directly in the violation of recognizedrights or the failure to recognizerights enshrined in liberal democratic institutions. Essential features of such politicalorders such as universal enfranchisement and the openness of political processes
combine with principles generally acknowledged by citizens and enshrined in law

concerning access to education and basic social welfare codes to dramatically
reduce the level of such institutional violence in all liberal democratic societies,
when this is compared with totalitarian neighbors.
Liberal democratic societies also cultivate a greater sense of mutual responsibility than do their totalitarian counterparts, simply because they offer their citizens a genuine voice and chance to participate in civic affairs. The sense of
membership in a common venture this engenders cannot be underestimated,and
the consequenceis an increased commitment to the common good—afterall, it
is a good in which every citizen has a voice in determining.
Openness of government institutions has two other benefits that support Buddhist values: inasmuch as Buddhism is concerned first and foremost with soteriology and with the religiouspractices that support liberation, it has an interest
in political regimes that permit the free exercise of religion and of coursethe
privacy, and hence the protection of religious practice is a hallmark of liberal
democratic theory and societies. But this openness also limits the possibilitiesfor
corruption and hence alleviatesthe suffering that corruption inevitablyproduces.
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innumerable objections to the contrary. There are
is subject to
this
of
liberal democratic societies that fail to live up to these
sow all
both of
fail despite
that
or
are certainly plenty of examples of illiberal societies that
•deals
And there
emumerated.least some of these goods. 1 have not, though, and need not, to
deliverat
liberal
do
case for
goods realized
the
democratic societies and all others, with Buddhist
ake
liberal
between
all
entirety for
would be foolish. All that is necessary is to show
ill their that this is possible
by liberal democracy represent the best
TO
social structures advanced
the
thatoverall
achievethe ends
to
means
ored to

do.

DEMOCRACY CAN OFFER TO BUDDHISM
WHAT LIBERAL

anything from attention to liberal democratic theory? I think
gain
CanBuddhism feature of Buddhist literature, as I noted previously, that despite
so.It is a striking
importance of the structure of a society and its institutions, intremendous
the
its political structures, in determining the conditions of
predominantly
duding
possibilitiesfor the attainment of both temporal and spiritual
humanlifeand the
little—really nothing—in the Buddhist philosophical tradigoods,there is very
or political theory. This must be regarded as a serious lacuna
tionby way of social
system that aims at characterizingthe nature of suffering and
philosophical
in a
a being who is ineliminably social.
ofits eliminationfor
noted, Buddhism demands of its practitioners the
On the other hand, as also
of upäya, and this must include social and political upäya. If what
development
empirical relationships between the Buddhist
I havesaidabout the conceptual and
liberal demconceptionof the good and the deliverances of democracy is valid,
to fill this
ocratictheory might simply be the obvious body of theory with which
gap.The Mahäyänacanon prides itself on its perpetual openness to new texts.
Perhapsit is time to make space in canonical collections of such mahapanditas
as Locke,Rousseau,Mill, Jefferson, Dewey, Rawls, and Habermas. And indeed in

of the Tibetan exilegovernmentand in the discussionsof
thedemocratization
Buddhistdemocraticinstitutions within that community, I see the beginnings of
this process.

WHAT BUDDHISM CAN OFFER TO LIBERAL DEMOCRACY

Butthe benefitsof intercultural fusion philosophy do not flow in one direction
only.Liberaldemocratic theory and those formulating policy in liberal democratic
societiescan also benefit from an injection of Buddhist ideas. Again, attention to
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the development of Buddhist democratic
institutions in the
munity can be instructive—and not only, 1
Tibetan exile
emphasize, to
Buddhistsor
There is a curious tension at the base of
ers
liberal democracy.
When I
s e Itimated—and
I
have
Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and Rawls—there
in mind
is an essential
thoseof
reason in the following sense: it is argued
appeal to
that for arbitrarily
described in abstraction from their particular
chosen citizens
fortunes within
to choose liberal democracy precisely because
society,it is
it offers the best
rational

ing personal happiness, or at least the best
chance for
chance for avoiding
the worst
This is, of course, captured with the greatest
suffering.
claritYlin

Rawls's account

On the other hand, while liberal democracy
offers

of the

this

prospect precisely
cause it promises a government and set of social
institutions that will
not obstruct
individual efforts to realize the good, it is
deliberately minimalist
in its promise
to provide particular social goods, leaving
such

decisions either to
political processesor to individual enterprise. The
contingent
reason for this is
ward: democratic theory is resolutely both
straightforindividualistic and pluralistic.
The
individualisticside leads to an emphasis on a broad
zone of privacy and
little
positive social intervention for good or ill into the
lives of individuals.The
pluralism leads to a hesitancyto propose any but the most
general and formalsocial
goods as the objects of state action for fear that any more
determinatecommitment to a particular vision of the good will run roughshod
over the rightsand
aspirations of those who do not share that vision.
But given the logic of legitimation that underlies this political
framework,any
enhancement of the basic stock of goods delivered to its citizens by a
liberal

democratic society would be chosen by initial contracting parties,
so long as those

goods are not parochial in nature—so long as they benefit the societygenerally
and, as Rawls puts it, benefit the least advantaged, and hence protect citizens'
vital interest in not falling too far in terms of total utility. That is, not onlywould
a basic minimum of primary social goods be demanded by any rational contracting parties, but any rational parties would insist that as much as possiblebe
availableto as many as possible, and that avoidable poverty be avoided.
At this point Buddhism has something to contribute to the framework.First,
the Buddhist goal of eliminating suffering enjoins a strong social welfarepolicy.
That is, it enjoins the provision of basic education, health care, and a decent
minimum standard of living for all citizens. Contracting parties who take this
injunction seriously—whorecognize both the universality of susceptibilityto suffering and the possibility of its remediation—would think only brieflybefore
rejecting an unbridled free market, for instance, and would insist on liberalsocial
welfare programs. This is already an enrichment of the minimal conceptionof
the good in most liberal theory.
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farther. on any plausible contractarian story of the legitimation
go
can
government power, the parties to the initial contract know the
of
d limits
human nature, though they may not know their specific cirabout
facts
preferences, or positions. Knowledge of these general facts enables
the likely effects of any social order they contemplate establishimagine
to
overwhelminglyplausible that the set of virtues endorsed by BudNowit is
theory—patience, wisdom, nonviolence, generosity, and so on—in
moral
dhist
broadly
fact,when
encourage, reward, and foster these values or to discourage them.
to
designed
be
contract cognizant of these facts can be expected to agree to
social
a
to
parties
that foster rather than discourage them. Again, this represents a subinstitutions
over a more value-neutral liberal framework.
stantialenrichment
expect to find in a Buddhist democracy not armies but
Wewouldtherefore
not private health insurance schemes but a strong social
socialservicecorps;
care system, egalitarian access to education, and significant
welfareand health
to charitablework. Institutions like this would take primacy over inincentives
to competition,to the concentration of wealth, and to the development
centives
account of the good stands in contrast to
ofpowerdifferentials.This substantive
an emphasison economic growth and the encouragement of private gain. But
noneof this is in any way incompatible with the democratic ideals of equality
beforethe law, of participation in a public discourse, of open office and of a
broadrangeof personal freedoms. In fact it is, one would argue, central to en-

ablingthesefreedomsto make a real differencein the quality of human life.

Thereis alsono reason to think that Buddhist moral theory is unique in its ability
to contributea positive conception of the good to liberal democracy. Other sub-

valuesystemsmay do as well. I only argue that it can make a contristantive
bution,and one that liberal democratic theory is in a position to reciprocate.
I henceconclude that while Buddhist values have typically been overlooked as
validconsiderationsin the legitimation and design of social institutions in democratictheory and practice, this is both unnecessary and unjustified. A democratic
societythat draws on these principles in its social order and institutions has a
greaterprospectfor success, and providing its citizenry with good lives and in

factgreaterclaimto moral legitimacythan one that is neutral with respect to
theseprinciples.Buddhistdemocracyis thus not only not oxymoronicbut is

betterdemocracyeven when judged on the terms that the liberal tradition itself

chooses
and better Buddhismwhen judged on the terms that Buddhism itself
chooses
for moral evaluation. I conclude that these systems are—far from being

antithetical—complementary,
and that each is more compellingwhen adjoined
to the other.

